# Waking up from a Dream

**Issue**
The United States government wants to end the Dream act.

**Impact**
If the Dream Act is ended it will impact thousands of young immigrant lives.

## Methods
Some methods that allowed me to better understand the concept of DACA
- Interviewed a DACA precipitants
- Bibliography
- Case study
- Researched organizations

## People/organization
- Young immigrant
- DACA recipients
- Immigrant families
- Casa de Maryland
- Esperanza Center

## Context
- Modern time
- The United States

## Process
Organizations are doing the following to help
- Some provide legal help
- Protest
- Offer advice

## Takeaway message
Your take away message of this poster should be that DACA is a great program, and that you support it.

## Time
2001 - DREAM Act was proposed by senators, but it was stalled in congress, failed
2007 - phased out felt victim to filibusters and major stalling
2010 - 55 members of senate voted yes, but failed to get 60 votes.
2012 - DACA was born with the help of former president Obama
Jan 2017 - Trump removed privacy protection
Sep 2017 - trump rescinds DACA

## Conclusion
DACA is a great program that helps thousands of young immigrants to have a better education/future. It should not be ended.